Temporo-spatial propagation of epileptoform after-discharges in the isolated cat suprasylvian gyrus.
1. Epileptiform after-discharges (EADSs) induced by electrical stimulation of the isolated suprasylvian gyrus were studied in cats with chronically implanted electrodes. 2. In a given region and at a certain time after stimulation, the following events took place: (a) a slow radial spread of the zone of maximal depolarization, from the cortical surface downward, as evidenced by a laminar study; (b) a massive cellular discharge preceded by a period during which few unit activities were detected, followed by bursts of spike activity timed with the surface-positive waves of the ECoG; (c) a surface-negative DC shift with maximal amplitude around 1000 mum below the surface; (d) the occurrence of a synchronizing focus from which the paraoxysmal waves propagated to the whole gyrus. 3. All these phenomena spread across the surface of the gyrus with a velocity (7-20 mm/min) similar to that of focal seizures in man.